
HEADLINE: “Three Months Later, State Department Hasn’t Rooted Out Hackers.” [Wall Street 
Journal, 2/19/15] 
 
Wall Street Journal: Three Months After Hacker Breach Of State Department Email System, 
“Investigators Still See Signs Of The Hackers On State Department Computers.” “Government 
officials, assisted by outside contractors and the National Security Agency, have repeatedly scanned the 
network and taken some systems offline. But investigators still see signs of the hackers on State 
Department computers, the people familiar with the matter said. Each time investigators find a hacker tool 
and block it, these people said, the intruders tweak it slightly to attempt to sneak past defenses.” [Wall 
Street Journal, 2/19/15] 
 
Wall Street Journal On State Department Hackers: “Each Time Investigators Find A Hacker Tool 
And Block It…The Intruders Tweak It Slightly To Attempt To Sneak Past Defenses.” “Government 
officials, assisted by outside contractors and the National Security Agency, have repeatedly scanned the 
network and taken some systems offline. But investigators still see signs of the hackers on State 
Department computers, the people familiar with the matter said. Each time investigators find a hacker tool 
and block it, these people said, the intruders tweak it slightly to attempt to sneak past defenses.” [Wall 
Street Journal, 2/19/15] 
 
Wall Street Journal: “The Government Faces Challenges Keeping Hackers Out Of Its Own 
Networks.” “For all of the U.S. government’s prowess at getting into people’s computers through the 
NSA and the military’s Cyber Command, the government faces challenges keeping hackers out of its own 
networks.” [Wall Street Journal, 2/19/15] 
 
Wall Street Journal: “Investigators Believe That Hackers First Snuck Into State Department 
Computers Last Fall After An Employee Clicked On A Bogus Link…[And] Spread Through The 
State Department’s Sprawling Network That Includes Machines In Thousands Of Offices Across 
The U.S., Embassies And Other Outposts.”  “Investigators believe that hackers first snuck into State 
Department computers last fall after an employee clicked on a bogus link in an email referring to 
administrative matters, a type of attack known as a “phish.” That loaded malicious software onto the 
computer—a common hacker trick that has worked in countless corporate and government breaches. 
From there, the hackers spread through the State Department’s sprawling network that includes 
machines in thousands of offices across the U.S., embassies and other outposts. It isn’t clear why the 
hackers were able to gain such wide access and whether the State Department routinely cordons off 
portions of its network to limit such maneuvers.” [Wall Street Journal, 2/19/15] 
 
Buzzfeed: “The State Department’s Communications System Is Operating Without Basic 
Technical Security Measures In Place, Despite Warnings About Its Vulnerabilities.” “The State 
Department’s communications system is operating without basic technical security measures in place, 
despite warnings about its vulnerabilities, according to documents obtained by BuzzFeed and sources 
who have worked on the project. The system, known as SMART (the State Messaging and Archive 
Retrieval Toolset), is used to share internal State Department documents, including sensitive diplomatic 
cables — the type of document released to WikiLeaks in 2010, in the biggest data breach in the history of 
the United States government.” [Buzzfeed, 10/2/13] 
 
Buzzfeed: “Failures Have Left Thousands Of [State Department] Cables And Messages, Including 
Highly Sensitive And Classified Ones, Vulnerable To Espionage Or Leaks For The Last Four 
Years.” “The sources, who spoke to BuzzFeed on condition of anonymity, say the failures have left 
thousands of cables and messages, including highly sensitive and classified ones, vulnerable to 
espionage or leaks for the last four years. The State Department approved the project (and hundreds of 
millions of dollars in payments to contractors) in 2009 despite known flaws, and proceeded even after the 
2010 Chelsea Manning leaks, despite two inspector general reports condemning the project’s lack of 
security, and even after then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton promised to stop another leak.” [Buzzfeed, 
10/2/13] 
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Buzzfeed: “Software On 96% Of The Servers Used For Transmitting Cables, For Internal 
Messaging, And For Remote Access Were Not Compliant With The State Department’s Own 
Security Standards…Neither Were 17 Of The 23 Workstations Examined For The Report.” 
“Software on 96% of the servers used for transmitting cables, for internal messaging, and for remote 
access were not compliant with the State Department’s own security standards, according to an internal 
report. Neither were 17 of the 23 workstations examined for the report. Half a dozen workstations had no 
antivirus protection.” [Buzzfeed, 10/2/13] 
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